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POSSIBLE LSND EFFECT AS A SMALLPERTURBATION OF THE BIMAXIMAL TEXTUREFOR THREE ACTIVE NEUTRINOS �Wojieh KrólikowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived January 9, 2001)A partiular form of mixing matrix for three ative and one sterileneutrinos is proposed. Its 3 � 3 part desribing three ative neutrinosarises from the popular bimaximal mixing matrix that works satisfatorilyin solar and atmospheri experiments if the LSND e�et is ignored. Then,the sterile neutrino, e�etive in the fourth row and fourth olumn of theproposed mixing matrix, is responsible for the possible LSND e�et byinduing one extra neutrino mass state to exist atively. The LSND e�et,if it exists, turns out to reveal its perturbative nature related to small mixingof three ative neutrinos with their sterile partner.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.HhReent experimental results for atmospheri ��'s as well as solar �e'sfavour exluding the hypothetial sterile neutrinos from neutrino osilla-tions [1℄. However, the problem of the third neutrino mass-square di�erene,related to the possible LSND e�et for aelerator ��'s, still exists [2℄, stimu-lating a further disussion about mixing of three ative neutrinos with theirsterile ounterparts. In the present note we ontribute to this disussion byonstruting a partiular 4 � 4 texture of three ative and one sterile neu-trinos, �e ; �� ; �� and �s, whose 3� 3 part desribing three ative neutrinosarises from the popular bimaximal texture that works in a satisfatory wayin solar and atmospheri experiments if the LSND e�et is ignored [3℄.� Supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grant5 P03B 119 20. (1245)



1246 W. KrólikowskiIn this popular 3� 3 texture the mixing matrix has the formU (3) = 0B� 12 s12 0� s12p2 12p2 1p2s12p2 � 12p2 1p2 1CA ; (1)where 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12. Suh a form orresponds to 23 = 1=p2 = s23 ands13 = 0 in the notation usual for a general Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa-type matrix [4℄ (if the LSND e�et is ignored, the upper limit js13j . 0:1follows from the negative result of Chooz reator experiment [5℄). Then, inthe 4� 4 texture we proposed the following mixing matrix:U = 0BB� 1412 s12 0 s1412� 14s12p2 12p2 1p2 � s14s12p214s12p2 � 12p2 1p2 s14s12p2�s14 0 0 14 1CCA (2)with ij = os �ij and sij = sin �ij. Here, U = (U�i) ; � = e ; � ; � ; s andi = 1; 2; 3; 4, while the unitary transformation desribing the mixing of fourneutrinos �e ; �� ; �� and �s is inverse to the form�� =Xi U�i�i ; (3)where �1 ; �2 ; �3 and �4 denote the massive neutrinos arrying the massesm1 ; m2 ; m3 and m4. Of ourse, U y = U�1 and U� = U . Note thatU = 0BB� 0U (3) 000 0 0 1 1CCA+O(s14) (4)in the limiting ase of js14j � j14j. Sine in the limit of s14 = 0 there isno LSND e�et, Eq. (4) suggests that this possible e�et has a perturbativeharater, onsistent with its small estimated amplitude sin2 2�LSND � 10�2.It is interesting to onsider a 6 � 6 texture of three ative and threesterile neutrinos whih may be the ative and onventional�sterile Majorananeutrinos, �(a)� � ��L+(��L) and �(s)� � ��R+(��R) ; � = e ; � ; � . De�nein this texture the following mixing matrixU (6) = � U (3) 0(3)0(3) 1(3) �� C S�S C � ;C = 0� 14 0 00 25 00 0 36 1A ; S = 0� s14 0 00 s25 00 0 s36 1A : (5)



Possible LSND E�et as a Small Perturbation : : : 1247Then, it is easy to disover thatU (6) = 0BBBBB� 0 00 0U 0 00 00 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCA+O(s25) +O(s36) (6)in the limiting ase of js25j � j25j and js36j � j36j. In this ase, twosterile neutrinos �(s)� and �(s)� beome deoupled from three ative neutrinos�(a)e ; �(a)� ; �(a)� and from one sterile neutrino �(s)e , if our 6� 6 texture is re-alized indeed with the use of three ative and three onventional�sterile Ma-jorana neutrinos. Then, four neutrinos �(a)e ; �(a)� ; �(a)� and �(s)e mix throughthe matrix inverse to U given in Eq. (2).In the representation, where the mass matrix of three harged leptonse� ; �� ; �� is diagonal, the 4� 4 neutrino mixing matrix U is at the sametime the diagonalizing matrix for the 4�4 neutrino mass matrixM = (M��):U yMU = diag(m1 ; m2 ; m3 ; m4) : (7)Here, by de�nition m21 � m22 � m23 and either m23 � m24 or m24 � m21. Then,evidently M�� = Pi U�imiU��i, and hene with the use of proposal (2) weobtain Mee = 212 �214m1 + s214m4�+ s212m2 ;Me� = �Me� = � 1p2 12 s12 �214m1 + s214m4 �m2� ;Mes = �12 14 s14 (m1 �m4) ;M�� = M�� = 12 �s212 �214m1 + s214m4�+ 212m2 +m3� ;M�� = �12 �s212 �214m1 + s214m4�+ 212m2 �m3� ;M�s = �M�s = 1p2s12 14 s14 (m1 �m4) ;Mss = s214m1 + 214m4 ; (8)where 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12 i.e. �12 ' �=4. Of ourse, M y = M and M� =M .Due to mixing of four neutrino �elds desribed by Eq. (3), neutrino statesmix aording to the relationj��i =Xi U��ij�ii : (9)



1248 W. KrólikowskiThis implies the following familiar formulae for probabilities of neutrinoosillations �� ! �� on the energy shell:P (�� ! ��) = jh��jeiPLj��ij2 = Æ�� � 4Xj>i U��jU�iU�jU��i sin2 xji ; (10)being valid if the quarti produt U��jU�iU�jU��i is real, what is ertainlytrue when the tiny CP violation is ignored. Here,xji = 1:27�m2jiLE ; �m2ji = m2j �m2i (11)with �m2ji, L and E measured in eV2, km and GeV, respetively (L and Edenote the experimental baseline and neutrino energy, while pi=qE2�m2i 'E �m2i =2E are eigenvalues of the neutrino momentum P ).With the use of proposal (2) for the 4 � 4 neutrino mixing matrix theosillation formulae (10) lead to the probabilitiesP (�e ! �e) ' 1�(212s12)2214 sin2 x21�4(1�212s214)212s214 sin2 x41;P (�� ! ��) = P (�� ! �� ) ' 1�(12s12)2214 sin2 x21�(1�s212s214) �sin2 x32+s212s214 sin2 x41��s212s214 sin2 x43;P (�� ! �e) = P (�� ! �e) ' 2(12s12)2 �214 sin2 x21+s414 sin2 x41� ;P (�� ! �� ) ' �(12s12)2214 sin2 x21+(1�s212s214) �sin2 x32�s212s214 sin2 x41�+s212s214 sin2 x43 (12)in the approximation where m21 ' m22 (and both are muh di�erent from m23and m24), and also to the probabilities involving the sterile neutrino �sP (�� ! �s) = P (�� ! �s) = 2s212(14s14)2 sin2x41 ;P (�e ! �s) = 4212(14s14)2 sin2 x41 ;P (�s ! �s) = 1� 4(14s14)2 sin2x41; (13)where only m21 and m24 partiipate.If j�m221j � j�m241j (i.e., jx21j � jx41j) andj�m221j = �m2sol � (10�5 or 10�7 or 10�10) eV2 (14)for LMA or LOW or VAC solution, respetively [1,6℄, then under the ondi-tions of solar experiments the �rst Eq. (12) with 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12 givesP (�e ! �e)sol ' 1� 214 sin2(x21)sol � (1 + 214)s2142 ;214 = sin2 2�sol � 0:8 or 0:9 or 0:7 : (15)



Possible LSND E�et as a Small Perturbation : : : 1249If j�m221j�j�m232j�j�m241j ; j�m243j (i.e.; jx21j�jx32j�jx41j ; jx43j)and j�m232j = �m2atm � 3� 10�3 eV2 ; (16)then for atmospheri experiments the seond Eq. (12) with 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12leads toP (�� ! ��)atm ' 1� 1 + 2142 sin2(x32)atm � (3 + 214)s2148 ;1 + 2142 = sin2 2�atm � 1 : (17)Eventually, if j�m221j � j�m241j andj�m241j = �m2LSND � 1 eV2 (e:g:) ; (18)then in the LSND experiment the third Eq. (12) with 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12impliesP (�� ! �e)LSND ' s4142 sin2(x41)LSND ; s4142 = sin2 2�LSND � 10�2 (e:g:):(19)Thus, s214 � 0:14 ; 214 � 0:86 ; 1 + 2142 � 0:93 ;(1 + 214)s2142 � 0:13 ; (3 + 214)s2148 � 0:068 ; (20)if the LSND e�et really exists and develops the amplitude s414=2 � 10�2.Through Eq. (19) the LSND e�et (if it exists) reveals its perturbative naturerelated to the small onstant s414=2 � 10�2 that measures oupling of �1 with�4 in the proess of �� ! �e osillations at LSND.If e.g. the LOW solar solution sin2 2�sol � 0:9 and �m2sol � 10�7 eV2 isaepted, then 214 � 0:9, what predits that sin2 2�atm = (1 + 214)=2 � 0:95and sin2 �LSND = s414=2 � 5� 10�3.Conluding, we an say that Eqs. (15), (17) and (19) are not inonsistentwith solar, atmospheri and LSND experiments, respetively. Note that inEqs. (15) and (17) there are onstant terms that modify moderately the usualtwo-�avor formulae. Any LSND-type aelerator experiment, in ontrast tothe solar and atmospheri projets, investigates a small �� ! �e osillation



1250 W. Królikowskie�et aused possibly by the sterile neutrino. So, this e�et (if it exists)plays the role of a small perturbation of the basi bimaximal texture forthree ative neutrinos.The �nal equations (15), (17) and (19) follow from the �rst three osil-lation formulae (12), if eitherm21 ' m22 � m23 � m24 (21)with m23 � 1 eV2 ; m24 � 1 eV2 ;�m221 � (10�5 � 10�10) eV2 � �m232 � 10�3 eV2 (22)or m21 ' m22 ' m23 � m24 (23)with m21 � 1 eV2 ; m24 � 1 eV2 ;�m221 � (10�5 � 10�10) eV2 � �m232 � 10�3 eV2: (24)Indeed, when either m21 ' m22 � m23 � m24 � 1 eV2 or m24 � m21 'm22 ' m23 � 1 eV2, we may obtain �m221 � �m232 � j�m241j � 1 eV2.The seond ase of m24 � m21 � 1 eV2, where the neutrino mass statei = 4 indued by the sterile neutrino �s gets a vanishing mass, seems tobe more natural than the �rst ase of m23 � m24 � 1 eV2, where suh astate gains a onsiderable amount of mass �for nothing�. This is so, unlessone believes in the liberal maxim �whatever is not forbidden is allowed�: theMajorana righthanded mass is not forbidden by the eletroweak SU(2)�U(1)symmetry, in ontrast to Majorana lefthanded and Dira masses requiringthis symmetry to be broken (for the ative Majorana neutrinos), say, by aHiggs mehanism that beomes then the origin of these masses. Here, theative Majorana neutrinos are �(a)� � ��L + (��L) ; � = e ; � ; � , while thesterile Majorana neutrino is �s � �sR + (�sR) with �sL = (�sR) = (�s)L(implying e�etively the Dira-type 3 � 1 mass matrix and the Dira-typetransposed 1 � 3 mass matrix as well as the Majorana righthanded trivial1�1 mass matrix; of ourse, the Majorana lefthanded mass matrix is 3�3).Possibly �s = �(s)e [f. the omment to Eq. (6)℄; then �sR = �eR.In the approximation used before to derive Eqs. (15), (17) and (19) thereare true also the relationsP (�e ! �e)sol ' 1� P (�e ! ��)sol � P (�e ! �� )sol � (14s14)2;(14s14)2 � 0:12 ;



Possible LSND E�et as a Small Perturbation : : : 1251P (�� ! ��)atm ' 1� P (�� ! �� )atm � (1 + 214)s2144 ;(1 + 214)s2144 � 0:065 ; (25)as well asP (�� ! �e)LSND ' 12 �s1414�2 P (�� ! �s)LSND ; 12 �s1414�2 � 0:082 :(26)The seond relation (25) demonstrates a leading role of the appearane mode�� ! �� in the disappearane proess of atmospheri ��'s, while the relation(26) indiates a diret interplay of the appearane modes �� ! �e and�� ! �s. In the ase of the �rst relation (25), both appearane modes�e ! �� and �e ! �� ontribute equally to the disappearane proess ofsolar �e's, and the role of the appearane mode �e ! �s (responsible for theonstant term) is also onsiderable.Finally, for the Chooz experiment [5℄, where it happens that (xji)Chooz '(xji)atm, the �rst Eq. (12) preditsP (��e ! ��e)Chooz ' P (��e ! ��e)atm ' 1� (1 + 214)s2142 ; (1 + 214)s2142 � 0:13 ;(27)if there is the LSND e�et with the amplitude s414=2 � 10�2 as written in Eq.(19). Here, (1+214)s214 sin2(x41)Chooz ' (1+214)s214=2. In terms of the usualtwo-�avor formula, the negative result of Chooz reator experiment exludesthe disappearane proess of reator ��e's for moving sin2 2�Chooz >� 0:1, whenthe range of moving �m2Chooz >� 3 � 10�3 eV2 is onsidered. In our asesin2 2�Chooz � (1 + 214)s214=2 for sin2 xChooz � 1. Thus, the Chooz e�et forreator ��e's may appear at the edge (if the LSND e�et really exists).From the neutrinoless double � deay, not observed so far, the experi-mental bound M ee � ��Pi U2eimi�� < [0:4(0:2) � 1.0 (0.6)℄ eV follows [7℄. Onthe other hand, with 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12 and the values (20) the �rst Eq. (8)gives M ee = jMeej � 12 j0:86m1 + 0:14m4 +m2j ; (28)what in the ase of Eq. (21) with m24 � 1 eV2 or Eq. (23) with m21 � 1 eV2leads to the estimate M ee � 0:07jm4j � 0:07 eV or M ee � 0:9m1 � 0:9eV, respetively (the seond estimate follows if m1 ' m2 � 1 eV; if �m1 'm2 � 1 eV this estimate beomes M ee � 0:07m2 � 0:07 eV). Of ourse, thevalue (m24 or m21) ' �m2LSND � 1 eV2 in Eq. (18) is only an example, andmay turn out to be smaller.
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